The paper tackles the problem of reading singularities of the geomagnetic field in noisy underwater (UW) environments. In particular, we propose a novel metrological approach to measuring low-amplitude geomagnetic signals in hard noisy magnetic environments. This research action was launched to develop a detection system for enforcing the peripheral security of military bases (harbors/coasts and landbases) and for asymmetric warfare. The concept underlying this theory is the spatial stability in the temporal variations of the geomagnetic field in the observation area. The paper presents the development and deployment of a self-informed measurement system, in which the signal acquired from each sensor-observation node-is compared with the signal acquired by the adjacent ones. The effectiveness of this procedure relates to the inter-node (sensor-to-sensor) distance, L; this quantity should, on one hand, correlate the noise and, on the other hand, decorrelate the target signal. The paper presents the results obtained, that demonstrate the ability of self-informed systems to read weak magnetic signals even in the presence of very high noise in low-density ionic solutions (i.e. sea water).
Introduction
In the current scenario of international politics, the asymmetric threat represents
Problem Setting
The problem of measuring magnetic signals in marine UW noisy environment involves two distinct aspects:
1) The high complexity of the environmental magnetic field in harbors The Earth's magnetic field (defined as the total measured field, or total field), F, embeds three families of basic component fields of different origins: internal planetary origin, extra-terrestrial origin, and human activity origin.
The internal geomagnetic field (F i ), in turn, can be roughly classified in terms of a nuclear field, F n , and s crustal field, F c . The nature of the origin of F n is electromagnetic and mechanic (self-induction dynamo [5] ), whereas F c is of ferromagnetic origin (it depends on ferromagnetic features of crustal rocks → Weiss.
For our purposes, F n and F c exhibit long-period temporal variations (almost static), hence they are approximated as constant components of the total harbor magnetic field (background field parameter).
The extra-terrestrial field is of considerable interest for our purpose because it generates magnetic variations in a very wide spectral band. The high-frequency limit of this band (typical of D day's conditions) has the same order of amplitude (along the vertical component, Fz) of the target magnetic signals associated with artificial sources, that are the aim of this research study [6] . These variations are classified starting from the geomagnetic planetary activity index, K, (three-hours horizontal parameter) [7] .
The third component family (F t ) is the actual core of our problem because the signals of our interest for detection belong to this family, and are convolved with all its components. We define this family of magnetic signals as F ha (human activity magnetic field) [8] .
ha F fe F emf
where:
-F ha is the human activity magnetic field; -fe ++/+++ F is the Weiss Domains activity from man-made objects;
-emf is the contribution of the magnetic induced field (very high activity for man-made metallic objects; these objects became sources of induced field when they are included in a time-transient magnetic space) [8] .
According to the Konisberger factor (K f ), emf produces an extremely interesting field in our activity: the band of induced fields iF;
where R is the amplitude of the remanent magnetization and I is the induced magnetization. 
Although eff F cannot be either effectively modeled or fully predicted, yet it is measurable [8] [9] . In numerical practice, the quantity eff F (and also the total magnetic field F t ) is defined as the space-time field stemming from the interference of its elementary component fields: 1 2 , , ,
In fact, the ability to measure, from a standard metrological point of view, depends on the signal amplitude: the measurements acquired by sensors (i.e. magnetovariometers) can only describe effectively a signal that is evidently overmodulated in amplitude with respect to the UW magnetic environmental noise.
In diver detection applications, the target source is weak, quasi-punctiform, and cinematic, hence it is not measurable by a direct field measure, regardless of the specific sensitivity of the instrument.
This concept is formalized from the definitions of both informative contents, Q, of the observed field, and the informative capability or quality, C i . If we indicate by E i the energy associated with the i-th magnetic field elementary spectral component, the information content Q is given by:
The information capability C i (defined as the capability to associate a single elementary spectral component with its physical generator) is given by the ratio of the energy E i to the total energy in which it is confused:
The C i parameter lies in the range 0 1 
The third limit indicates insufficient sensorial sensitivity (or absence of the magnetic energy) [8] . The time instability of the source frequency adds up to the above issues.
The target (UW equipment) space magnetic field (F s ) depends on ferromagnetic phenomena and, at first-order approximation, is static.
The time measurement of the kinetic source is performed at a fixed location, hence the result is a F t , whose spectral shape depends on target speed (v) ( Figure   3 ). 2) it is not definable a non-conjectural cut frequency of the FFT filter for signal robustness.
Measure of Singularity: The Self-Informing Protocol
Space Stability (SS) is defined as the volumetric space occupied by the field produced by the magnetic source (e.g. diver). SS is a basic geometric parameter to classify the magnetic source type and its position from the associate magnetic field.
Singularity denotes the magnetic signal of the considered source when it is [11] and US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration "Diving manual" [10] ), Authors elaboration. have been realized so far [13] .
The source is therefore detected only by one magnetovariometer, as a consequence of the transit of the target on its vertical line. In fact, this also holds in case of more intense signals, induced on the magnetometer that lies nearest to the transit location even if this does not coincide with the vertical of an instrument. An ambiguity only occurs when the transit happens halfway between two sensors, hence the signal is equally distributed on a pair of adjacent sensors [14] .
With the exception of such condition, the two signals acquired by adjacent sen- formed by a chain of finite elements providing a detection localization equal to L/2 [7] .
Measurements, Data, Results
This section shows the results obtained by the self-informed detection system (vertical component ΔZ - Table 1 ) in real harbor testing conditions. The source Figure 8 . Self-information intelligence protocol: general plan and data processing flow of the "SUPERGUARD" elementary cell to measure and classify singularity signal. is provided by a diver; equipment includes commercial-class (single tank) devices, and measuring instruments are flux-gate magnetovariometers [15] . With reference to Figure 9 and Figure 10 we note the ineffectiveness of FFT filtering (standard approach) to detect the target signal. The magnetogram in Figure 9 shows a noise signal (A) whit the same wavelength order as the target signal (B):
A and B signals are not classifiable in the spectral representation. In the case of Before applying the self-informed protocol, the signal was filtered by a HP FFT procedure (HP stability filter, Figure 5 ) to exclude the recording of lowfrequency signals that were certainly unrelated to the signal of a possible diver [9] ; this bypassed the issue of the non-stationarity of sequence to be analyzed ( Figure 11 ). This is a very insidious problem for short numerical series [15] [17]. The examples present the signals recorded in correspondence to a diver intrusion by the control magnetic barrier, which included six instruments connected to a control station (Master Station) and placed about five meters from the coast.
The divers involved in the trials were provided with commercial underwater equipment (self-breathing apparatus and single tank) and proceeded on approach routes that were oriented along Zero-Control and Ambiguity-Control reading conditions (Figure 12 ).
• Zero Control Area 0 C.A. (first order control) performance (1 st ex.)
The 0 C.A. protocol checked the condition of field variation between two successive instruments (to avoid the condition of "zero difference"), identified a local signal (singularity) on one of the two instruments, then alarmed the system ( Figure 13 ).
The comparison between the recordings was performed according to the scheme shown in Figure 13 , and was executed in the frequency domain (deconvolution). Instead, under conditions of system management from GPS clock (synchronous measures), the comparison was executed in the time domain (difference).
The graphs give the magnetograms acquired during an approach route of type Figure 5 ) to make stationary the data series to be sent to singularity computation protocol.
1, followed by a diver from offshore to the coast (Figure 12 , ex.1). The diver route crossed the self-informing observation chain almost at the perpendicular line of an observation node (magnetometer 2).
The distance between nodes (L in Figure 8 ) decorrelated the target signal ( Figure 9(a) ), recorded by the sentinel measure magnetometer 2 ( Figure 12 ), from the background field acquired by magnetometer 1, which served as a ref-
erence ( Figure 9(b) ).
The comparison (either frequency deconvolution or time subtraction) between the reference (noise) signal at magnetometer 1 ( Figure 9(b) ) and the (diver signal + noise) signal at sensor 2 ( Figure 9(a) ) provides, as a residue, the signal generated from the diver moving near the measurement magnetometer ( Figure 9(c) ). This pinpoints the magnetic singularity present in the record of this magnetometer.
The singularity is defined as a ΔF magnetic field variation that is present only in the geomagnetic space volume controlled by a one magnetometer, the sentinel one, in this case the magnetometer 2; see Figure 12 (ex. 1).
The observation of Figure 9 (c) highlights as the high-frequency noise signals persist after the action of the protocol 0 C.A. and in most of the residual registrations, this noise is rather amplified.
The residue depends to the distance (L) (between the observation nodes); it is decorrelating the magnetic target signal (diver) and is correlating the noise too; but at the same time it is too wide to correlate the high-frequency components of the noise. As a result, the target signal survives to the 0 C.A. filtering and the noise doesn't survive.
• Zero Control Area 0 C.A. (first order control) performance (2 nd ex.) In Figure 12 (ex. 2), the crossing of the detection barrier occurs above sensor 3 (detector magnetometer) and the magnetometer 2 plays as the reference one.
In the trials area, there was an oceanographic vessel conducting seafloor observation activities (instrumental tests), hence the magnetic noise observed in the reference magnetograms as per Figure 10 Although the target signal was corrupted by the recurring artificial signal (Figure 10(a) ) because the two signals were almost coherent in phase, the action of the self-informing protocol induced the recurring signal to be classified as noise and highlighted the signal of the target (Figure 10(c) ).
If one tried to filter the recurring signal as the magnetogram in Figure 10 (a)
by applying standard techniques (e.g., a frequency filter), one would also filter out the target signal due to the similarities in the frequency band.
The metrological self-informing approach allowed to solve the singularity detection problem even when the signals were corrupted by a periodic noise (a quite frequent condition in the case of harbor fields or in presence of human activities) (Figure 10(c) ).
• Ambiguity Control Area (A.C.A.) performance The self-informing protocol paragraph (Figure 8 ), in the architecture of the self-informed system for magnetic detection, brings about an ambiguity condition due to the symmetric geometry in the observation sensor chain and the crossing vector of the target source.
When the target halfway crosses the sensor chain between a pair of adjacent nodes ( Figure 12 , ex 4), its energy splits between both sensors equally ( Figure   14 (a) and Figure 14(b) ), hence the deconvolution of the reference signal (acquired by both magnetometers) removes the informative signal recorded by both sensors (Figure 14(c) ).
To overcome this ambiguity, the magnetograms of the n-th and (n + 1)-th instruments were compared with the (n − 1)-th one, according to the scheme in Figure 15 : the (n − 1)-th magnetometer (thus completing the self-informed elementary cell) were not affected by the singularity in the n-th one and the (n + 1)-th one, because of its observation distance d from the target T:
→ is the distance between the i-th observation node and the target T; -n + 1, n and n − 1 are the observation nodes (magnetometers) that compose (Figure 16(a) ).
As a result, deconvoluting the signal F (n−1) from the signal F (n+1) (or identical from the F (n) signal) allowed to detect the singularity as expected (Figure 16(b) ).
Architecture of Low Frequency Detection (Ghost Signals
Cutting Procedure)
The main operational problem concerning the stability in the detection response, is given by the entrance of an oversampled singularity in the processing Journal of Signal and Information Processing chain of the system (a singularity signal characterized by the wavelength Λ that is greater than the distance L of the field's reading) ( Figure 12 , ex 4): Λ > L.
For example, consider a boat approaching the magnetic self-referred surveillance network. This problem, as anticipated in Section 2 ( Figure 5 ), can be numerically solved using a frequency filter (FFT-HP type) that excludes these large singularities. The end user is often interested in obtaining information about the transit of this kind of sources (especially if it is uw traffic) [3] .
The FFT-HP stabilization filter ( Figure 5 ), as discuss in section 4, cannot be applied because it cuts low-frequency information out. Although one can easily recover the low-frequency information excluded from the FFT-HP filter and deploy a specific computing channel dedicated to this component, the metrological problem of the instability in SUPERGUARD at low-frequency responses is not overcome (Figure 17 ). This occurs because the displacement of the source with respect to the observation chain generates a phase shift in the signal recordings between the observation magnetometers with respect to the source speed:
If one adopts as reference signal the trace shown in Figure 18 (mag 6 - Figure   12 ), the comparison of the signal detected from the nearest magnetometer (mag 5 - Figure 12 ) with the reference one ( Figure 19 ) generates a residue of dipolar computation (ghost signal) (Figure 20) : the distance L between the two observation points is not sufficient to decorrelate the singularity (Λ of the oversampled singularity).
The ghost signal is a numerical artifact and makes no physical sense, hence the generated alarm would be a typical False Alarm, thus lowering the confidence in the system responses. Such a phenomenon persists even if one considers a farther magnetometer as a reference for the deconvolution's routine (e.g. In fact, even though the signal in Figure 21 was characterized by a very low amplitude (Figure 18 ), the phase shift between the two signals generated a ghost signal having amplitude similar to that in Figure 20 , and characterized by a greater wavelength which depends on the phase shift Φ. (Figure 22) ( ) ( )
This mechanism could provide interesting information about the source speed but not about the physical consistency of the differential detection signal produced by SUPERGUARD.
The problem can be overcome by setting the reference node far enough from the measurement one (Figure 23 ). The signal measured by such a reference node (in our case, a reference magnetometer was placed at a distance equal to 13 L) is free from the corruption due to the singularity ( Figure 24 ) and therefore its decorrelation from the signal acquired by the sentinel magnetometer provide a real response, hence the alarm is valid (Figure 25 ).
The solution proposed here is therefore to perform a series of deconvolution comparisons at variable distances: first, a comparison between magnetometers 1 and 2 using magnetometer 3 as a reference; secondly, a comparison between magnetometers 1 and 3, using magnetometer 5 as a reference; next, n-order comparison between magnetometers 1 and n + 1, using magnetometer 2n + 1 as reference ( Figure 23 ): Figure 25 . Signal coming out from the deconvolution of I → F (Figure 17 ). This signal has physical meaning because the distance between the reference magnetometer (H = 13L) is sufficient to decorrelate the target signal (even if this has large wavelength). The system alarms. 
Experimental Overview
During the study and testing period of the system for detecting underwater magnetic singularities in ionic low-density solutions (2008 -today), over two hundreds samples of signal were recorded, generated by divers in simulation of attacks to sensible terrestrial plants in noisy geomagnetic harbor UW environments (Table 2 ).
Measurements and validation operations were performed by military operators during official research programs.
The SUPERGUARD system scored 274 alarms out of a total of 277 recorded singularity signals, hence the error rate barely exceeded 1%.
The same system of sensors, in the same measurement locations, under the same magnetic environmental noise conditions, used in the conventional way (direct measure + techniques of signal robustness in FFT) gave a Detection probability between 15% and 38% with a False Alarm rate always greater than 45%.
Conclusions
The magnetic singularity detection procedure (based on the self-information Journal of Signal and Information Processing concept) was tested in several projects supported at a national level by the "Piano Nazionale Ricerche Militari" (Ministry of Defence -Italy) and, at the European level, by the European Defence Agency.
The project focused on the study of detection effectiveness of the variations of Z component (ΔZ) of the magnetic field F.
The technique allowed to shift the geomagnetic field metrology from a directmeasurement approach (the measure of the field by magnetometers) to a singularity-measurement one (differential field measure based on the internodal distance L to correlate the noise and decorrelate the target signal). As a result metrology associated to instrumental sensitivity evolved toward system sensitivity.
The results obtained confirm the system effectiveness in acquiring and correctly describing the singularity (anomaly) associated with underwater sources, especially when the latter generated weak signals, due to their quasi-punctiform and kinematic nature (e.g. diver in seawater).
At present the "SUPERGUARD" system is an operational prototype including:
1) Hardware components (commercial magneto variometers, standard communication systems and a standard PC as management and control station);
2) Software numerical self-informing protocols installed on a PC. The software self-informing protocols are ready to be implemented in hardware circuitry.
As a result of the four-year campaign in high-definition EMAG underwater metrology, we consider technically feasible the detection of divers in an underwater peripheral marine environment, also in highly noisy conditions such as harbors.
